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Abstract: Our recent theoreticll1 investigation on nuclear fusion of integer spin
nuclei confined in an isotropic ion trap is described. Solutions of the ground state for
charged bosons trapped in the isotropic harmonic oscillator potential are calculated using
the equivalent linear two-body method for many-body problems, which is based on an
approxima e reduction of the many-body Scbriidinger equation by the use of a variational
principle. Using the ground state wave fUDctiou, we derive theoretical formulae for rates
of uuclear fusion for Bose nuclei confined in iou traps. Our formulae show that the
fusion rate does not dep nd on the Coulomb barrier penetratiou probability but instead
depends OD the probability of the grolllld-state occupation, which is expected to increase
as the temperature d creases. Nllluerical estimates for deuteron-deuteron fusion rates
are presented for ~he case of deuterous trapped in metal powders. Experiments for proof
of the principle are suggested to test our theoretical predictions.

1. Introduction

Since tbe 1989 annOWlcement.s [1,2J of nuclear fusion at room temperature in D2

loaded palladilull (Pd) and itaniuLU (Ti) cathodes iu electrolytic cells coutaining heavy
water (D20), there have been persistent claims of observing cold fusion (CF) phenomena.
However, most of the reported experimental results are not reproducible. A few notable
exceptions are the recently published work by Arata and Zhang [3-5], Bush et a!. [6-8],
Miles and Bush [9], ase [10], and Stringham et ai. [111. We suggested [121 that CF
phenomena may be dne to the Bose-Einstein condensation of deuterons.

Iu tlus paper, we investigate theoretically different aspects of the properties of id n
tical in eger-spin nuclei ("Bose" uuclei) conMed in ion traps by approximating the ion
trap with an isotropiC harmonic oscillator potential for simplicity. We report the result.s
of our t.heor"ti<;l\! inv"~tiga. ion I)n tbe r"J\.qibility t)f nnd"'" fusinn In 'lurh ~ptllP-S ("inn
trap nuclear fusion") using the ~ecently developed equivalent linear two-body (ELTB)
method for many-body problems [131. The ELTB method is b!\l;fd on an approximate
reduction of the many-body Schrodillger equation by the use of a variational principle.

2. Anomalous mtra Low-Energy N clear Fusion

Recently, Arata and Zhang 13-51 observed anomalous production of both heat and
heliu~m-4 «He) from their electrolysis experiment.s. A Pel metal cylinder containing Pd
fine particles was used as a cathode in the electrolysis of heavy water (D20). 0 other
nuclear ashes or radiation were observed. The anomalous beat was not observed in the
electrolysis of water (H20) in the control experiment [3J.
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(1)
d+d- <Re,(Q =23.848MeV),

A similar anomalous resuJt. producing both beat and ~Re but no nuclear ashes nor
radiatIon was also observed by Bush et al 16-81, Miles and Bush [9), and Case (lOJ. In
Case's experiment [10). gaseous D2 (a 1-3 atm) was introduced in a catalysis container
consisting of activated carbon coated witb a platinulD-groUP metal (Pd, Pt, Ir, and Rh),operating at 13~3000C

Tbe experimental results [3-11) suggest the fOllowing radiationless nuclear ceaction,

as tbe explanation of CF However this reaction cannot OCcur IJJ free space since i violates
momentum conservation. However, tbe above reactIon (1) can OCCur if it takes place in
a many-body quantum state consisting of many deuterons (Bose-Einstein coudensation
[12) "coherent quantum (CQ) state" [14,15]) becanse the CQ sta e can ~bsorb tbe recou
moment 11m thus satisfying mOmeutum conservation

3. Ground- t.ate Solution

In this sectiou, we consider N identIcal charged Bose nuclei confiDed in an ion trap.
For simplicity, we assume an isotropic hannonic potential for tbe ion trap to obtain
order of magnitude estimates of fusion reaction rates. Tbe HamiltOnian for the systemis then

li.
2

N 1 N c2
R = --Lt., + -'I7lW

2 Lr?+ L (2)
2m '=1 2 '=1 '<J , f; - f] ,

where m is the rest mass of the lIuclells. Tn order to obtaiu the ground-state solution, we
will use tbe recelltly developed method of equivaleut linear tWo-body (ELTB) equationsror many-body systems [13,14J.

Por the ground-state wave function 1jI, we use the foHowing appro.'C.imlltioll (141
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(3)

(6)

(7)

where

p ==[t r:] 1/2. (4)
1=1

In reference [13) it bas been sbown that approximation (3) yields good results Cor thecase of large N

By reqUiring tha ~ must satisfy a variMlonai principle bJ ~oH~dr == a with a
subsidiary condition J ,po1{Jdr == J, we obtaiu ~he fOllOWing Schrodjnger equation for tIleground state wave function <t>(p)

[ ".1 d2 m 2 2 tt
2

(3N - 1)(3N - 3) V( »)... Em (5)---+-w p +- + p >I'== ...27,. dp'l:.! 2m 4p2 •

where [13)

- N(N - 1) rc3N/2) 1 -np ( r2) (JNI2-S/21 2
V(p) - V21r f(3N/2 _ 3/2) p-11o v,,,/(r) 1 - 2p2 r dr

for V;,.,(r) = e2/T, V(p).reduces to [13J

V _ 2Nr(3N/2) e2

(p) - 3,J2;f(3N/2 - 3/2) p



Instead of the variable p iD the ScbriidiDger equation (12), we introduce a new qUlll:IItity ,0 defined as

,0= VTp· (3)
Substitution of Eq. (7) mto Eq. (5) leads to the following equation

where

fuu[_!!.. -2 (3N - 1)(3N - 3) lJ<l\ = E<P
2 dp2 + P + 4p2 + ,0 , (~)

- Jmc2 4NT(3N/2)
'Y = Q liw 3..,f21;r(3N/2 _ 3/2) (I01

with Q = e
2
/(lic) ", 1/137. The ground stale solution of Eq.(9) has been obtained in thefoJlowiag form

'" JoY., ('I 1'/24>(,0) = L., C,p-'-e- P D, ,

where C, are determined from Eq.(9) [14J.

(11)

3. Imaginary Part of the Fermi Potential for Nuclear Interaction

rn order to parametrize tbe short-range auclear force, we use the optical theorem
formulation of nuclear fusion reactions [16J. The total elastic nucleus-nucleus amplitude
can be wri lten as

(12)f(8) = reO) + ito),
where 1'(0) is r.he Coulomb amplitude and itO) can be expanded in partial waves

itO) = L(21 l)e 2;6rftn«I)~(COS(}). (13)
I

In Eq. (13), 6f is the Coulomb phase shift, /,"(01) = (St - 1)/2ik, and sr is tbe loth
partial S-rnatrix for the nudellr part. Por low euergy we can write [161

1m (/"(011 "" ~u'
JI 471" /'

where err is tbe pllrtial wav reaction cross section For tbe dOl1llnant contribution of
only s-wave, we bave

I ("C</I - k r (14)mJij - 411"(7,

where u' is conventionaJJy paralDetel'lzed as

(15)

(16)

'1 = 2k~8' r B = -!far, J1. = m/2, wld S is the S-factor for tbe uuclenr fusiou reaction
between two nnclei.

rn lerms of the partial wave t-matrix, the elastic scattering amplitude, 1;'(01), can bewritteu as [I6J

(n(d) 2jJ .1.• It I .1.<
JI = - h2p < '1'/ I '1'1 >.
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where 1/Jf is he Coulomb W!l.ve function.
Introducing a new quantity U as the imaginary part of to,

U = lm(to),

we have
(l7)

k. 211 .1.< I U I .1,< ( 8)411"0' = - h2fr.2 < '1'0 't'o > . 1

For our case of N Bose Duclei, to account for a short range nature of nuclear forces
between two nuclcl, we introduce the following Ferml pseudo-potential VF{f),

(19)

where the short-range nuclear force constan A is determined from Eqs.(15) and (18) to
be [141

2$r8
A = --;;:r;-' (20)

We note lha Eq.(20) above relates the short-range nuclear force constant A to ex
perimentally extracted value of the S-factor $ iu Eq.(15), The S-mc or is a nuclear force
strength factor (or coupling constant) independent of Coulomb force contribution which
is parametcrrized by the Gamow factor e-2

"', in Eq.(15). The values of the $-factor have
been extracted from low-energy nuclear reaction cross-section using Eq.(15).

For a many Boson (deuterou) system, the two-body Coulomb wave fuuction r/J~ in
Eq,(IB) is no longer applicable, and hence the Gamow factor e-2ln' is not also applicable.
Therefor we mllst now use an eigenstate solution 'Ii (or 4» of the many-body Hamilto
nian, Eq.(2), which includes all pair-wise Coulomb interactions between den econs. In
the following section, we denve the fusion rates for many deuterons confined in a trap.
4. Fusion Rates

For N identical Bose nuclei confined in lI1l ion trap, the nucleus-nucleus fusion rate
is determined from the trapped grOllDd state wave function IV as

R. = 2 E'<J < IIillmViJ!1iI >
Ii < lJilw >

where ImV,; is the imaginary part of the Fermi potential given by Eq.(19).
The substitution of Eq.(3) iuto Eq.(21) yields [141

For large N, we us an approximate solution for <'I>(p) (see Eq.(ll))

<I>(p) :<:: P¥e.-(p/U')'/2

where a, = «(/3)1/3,( "" 2Jmc2 /2'irhwaN, and p= Jmw/np.
Using Eq.(23), we obtain from Eq.(22)

Rc = OBNw2,
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(27)

(26)

(25)

wbere
B=~(m)

8.,.0' lie '
and n is the probability of tbe ground st.ate occupation,

The average size <r> of the ground-state for Bose nuclei confined in a trap cau
be calculated using the ground-state wf\vefunction, Eq.(23), and is related to w by the
follo,vieg relatIOn Cor tbe case of large N,

w' = (fa(~)IlB'
where 0 = e'/lic. and nB = NI < r >3 is Bose nuclei density in traps. In terms of nB
we caD rewrite R" Eq.(24.), as

Rt = {f;nB(>(~)NnB .
For the case of multiple iOIl traps in a metal with each trap containing N Bose nuclei, we
define a trap number density n, (number of traps per unit vohune) as
n, = nBIN =< r >-3 where N is the average Dumber of Bose Duclei in a trap.
For this case, be total iOll-trap nuclear fusion rate R per lIJlit time and per umt volume
can b written as

R = (fnB(>(~)n,NnB . (28)

We Dote a very importaut fact tbat both R, and R do not depeud on the Gamow
factor in cOlltrast to the conventIonal theory for nuclear fusion in free space. This
is cODsis ent with the conjecture Doted by Dirac [17J and Bogolubov [181 that boson
creation and annilulation operators can be treated simply as numbers when the ground
stare occupation lllunber is large. This implies that for large N each charged boson
behaves as au independent particle in a common average background potential and
the Coulomb interaction between two charged bosons is suppressed. Furthermore, the
rates R, and R are proportional to n which is ex.pected to increase as the operating
temperature decreases. Since nB i~ nearly constant and n, = nBN-1 = <r>-3 in
Eq.(28), and the average distance between nearest two deuterons is nD~/3 Ro 2.45A, the
Illlchmr fnsion rilte per unit volume, R, giveo by Eq.(28) is proportional to n~. This
Implies that R can be made larger by increasing the demeron density. Since metal
powders or blacks can provide larger total swface area, they are more desirable and
efficient systems for achieving steady ltigb density states of deuterons in cluster-traps
than bulk metals. This may explain wby Arata and Zhang observe a huger !Iect and can
reproduce tbeir former results consistently using Pd blacks (powders) of <r:>::::: 40nm
while others luwe experienced difficulties in attaining reproducible results. However, N
decreases as <r> decreases, and the CQ state may not be achieved with a much smaller
value of N. Furthermore, Eq.(28) also becomes inaccurate as N b ames smaller.

5. pplication to D ureron-Deuteron Fusion

5.1 Multiple-Trap Experiment

For deuteron-deuteron (DO) fusion via reactions D(d,p)T an.d D(d,n)JHe the S
factor is S = llOkeV-barn and hence we find from Eq.(20) the nuclear rate constant to
h

(29)
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from Eq5.(~) aod (29), b'l

B = 2.6 lO-:nsec.

whe B' Ii
1 56 lO"cm-.

D(d,p)T and D(d,n)3H~, B = 2.
m Eq (31),

R, = 0(2 6 lOu) ~C-l per cluster- :rap

and from Eq (32 ,

(30)

(31)

(32)

10-12 C (

(33

R =O( xl) ec- 1cm-3
• (3- )

For re I 11 (1) occurrlllg In tb COh~D quantum state (CQS) , b cross- tiOD
(ucQs(dd <H~)) (or c 00 dd - <He may be~ than tb t of relIC 10 ,
D(d.p)T or D(d,n) 3He II th elfi i,,'1! S-factor for uCQs(dd - tHe) h p~ to
be larger hot (or u(D(d,p)Tl and u(D(d n) "He), It can provid tb r tical
expl :cu of'l; em. '0' cff c~ 3- 111.

II h predommal1 productloo o{ '1 over 4Hear 3H t: as claimed pr via Iy by many
IS defiDltl ... Jy confirmed 111 (u ure exp rimen • we l1eed to in... tig t~ otb r p 'bl
m uy-body fJi nd m h truI uch possible modification of th S-l tOIll in
dia r n r tiOD clllWJll'ls due to many-body nature of the system

For DD fusion VI reaction (1), the experimental results [3-11J indic te thll th S
f tor for reaCLlon (I) IS gr Ilter by at least 106 tban tbat for reactiorlS D(d,p)T and
D(d, n)JHe implying B - 2.6 IO- I '"cc ror this reaction Using th~ Vl\lu of B in
Eqs.(31) nd (32), w obtain for reaction (1)



\Dd
R'Hr =0(1 10)J c-1em-).

The reactIon rate per dent ron (D) is til n

n < 10' •

DOte P. :>: 10-1lJ - 10-
pera Ul1'S Addi aI exrldi:~lta1

precISe value of 0

lwed by F

(36)

(38)·

(39)

amblt'n
a

rim nt

R!; ~(n);::: 0(3.5 10- )Jec- l •

At room emperatures WIth 0 = 10-211 ( Eq.(olO)). w 11 v

R;'T~( 10-21) :>: 3.5 10. 13 (,"-1,

e proposed

(4.1)

10-%2.su (see Eq.(30»

(ol2)

(43)

which Implies that the e~ cl is too mall to bit t d 011 h other h nd, If we can
achieve n l':: 10-1 by cooling deuterons (nK - mJ ), then we h ve

(ol4)

3 1
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which IS
n ll:I 10-1

Eq ( 5).

ions

(45)

( )

(47)
n· r p

Cor our CQ



c. Our theoretical fonnul tlon IS based on d lit ro (positive deut num IOns), but IS

also applicable to deutenon pla.sm (d Ut roDS and electrons). We need trllllSltion
metal (such as Pd, Ti,. ,Zr, r:) powd which can lower a.c lVallon energies
of D,O aT D2 and can them into deutenum ions or toms efficiently as they
make contact th d nt r UltO b m t c1us r (trap).

uuclear fUSIon m aJlISIIl, we
confined In an ion trap and

!ore detailed descriptions of sam pa.rt.I of b' pap<!r '11 be published elsewhere
{211·

ppendix: Al erna.tive 0 ri tion

» I
- found 0

in racting

ground--s'

'her 8 denotes h pal1tl unit p funcuon S
from Eq ( -.3) Y' d

J 9
jJ =2hwbc )'''. E = lO""'bc )2/3 3

Subst:. t.:~ of Eq.(A·3) Ulto Eq (21) I"
by Eqs.(24) and (25). From Eq.(A·3), W ob

DlIc1eJ as d = j!;("'(c )1/3, whi~b is r 1 ted b
of I rge .V,

(.<\- 3)

(A-4)

(A - 5)
, he)

W = Q(- DB,
m

instead of Eq.(26). For tllls lternatlve derivation, all formulae for fusion reaction rates,
Eqs.(27), (28), (31-37), (41.47) re to b multipli by r. tor of 2.
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